
 

 

 

AUTOMATIC GATES   

TELEPHONE ENTRY OR NOT? 

 

‘Which is best; audio, video, hard wire or telephone interface, as our communication 

solution?’ Times have change and progress keeps marching on, so what we may have 

recommended before will change with new products and new customer needs. Which 

platform and device most suits you now, may not in the near future? 

 

     
 

What do you mean?  Communications from the gate may well be needed at various 

points around the property and more often it is now required off site! We are becoming 

more mobile with our needs and static solutions, such as hard wired products and 

traditional entry systems are restrictive in use. Many people are spending more time 

working or accessing the web from home and often on portable devices, so it makes sense 

that these platforms are utilised accordingly. 

 

Communications is usually necessary when there is no other point or method of access 

and is used by visitors or for deliveries, etc.  It is like having another front door, but at the 

end of the drive, how would you know or talk to them? 

 

     
 

What are our options? Peoples needs change and their circumstances vary throughout 

their stay in most properties. A solution that accommodates change is often the best 

proposal and allows for flexibility with too great a cost. 

 



Audio, video, access control and surveillance are all evolving services that are constantly 

being re-developed. Traditional transmission platforms were hard wired (dedicated 

closed, private circuits) or closed private networks such as part of a phone system, 

PABX. But current demand is moving into wider access platforms and for good reason. 

 

 

             
 

 

Think of it like coconuts & string, or satellites in space! One is limited and the other has 

almost no limit to its potential features and ability to service users changing needs. For 

example, not so long ago, the only option was for a cable to link between the gate or door 

and the property, with handsets fixed at each point. You had to get up and communicate 

with the gate at a static point. Now with telephone based solutions, you are free to move 

around at your leisure and let someone in from a more convenient location.  

 

 

   
 

With telephone based products, remote use and control as well as support and 

programming are features many users now find essential. That delivery or caller that 

would otherwise be missed and easy control from anywhere make sense.  

 

Everyday people successfully request access from outside of their secure entrance! 
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